







The aim of this paper is to scrutinize Hajime Tanabe’s (1885-1963) critique of Hegelian 
philosophy and to deal with the problem of class division in Hajime Tanabe’s Logic of Species 
through the scope of the concept of “matter.” Although Logic of Species has been criticized 
for philosophically grounding nationalism, there are so many remarks contradictory to this in 
Tanabe’s essays. In fact, Tanabe objected to interpret the concept of “specific substratum” as ethnic 
or national culture, and he himself regarded it rather as “matter” embracing political dynamics 
within society and, in consequence, political revolution. Furthermore, he distinctly attributed the 
discovery of “specific substratum” to Marxian critique of political economy. Therefore, if we are to 
excavate the politico-theoretical possibility of Logic of Species, we must explore Tanabe’s concern 
with class division and the formation of “matter.” First, I scrutinize Tanabe’s criticism of Hegel 
and point out that Tanabe introduces corporeality as the material principle of the individual which 
intersects with a myriad of social differences such as class. Next, I examine Paul Tillich’s political 
philosophy on Kairos and fate so that I clarify the resonance of Logic of Species with Left wing 
political and social theory of the Left in Weimar Republic. Finally, I scrutinize Tanabe’s Logic of 
Social Being, which was the first essay of a series of Logic of Species, and Tanabe’s argument on 
“matter” as the principle of both class division and, nevertheless, intersectional solidarity based 
upon each individual circumstance.
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学の理論は成熟の域に達するものとなるのであろ














































































































































































































もの die Sache an sich selbst」ないし「真に無制約的な





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 また、「種の論理」は、（1）1934年 11月から 1935年 12月、（2）1936年 10月から 1937年 12月、（3）
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